AGE RELATED PREGNANCY COMPLICATIONS AND ITS MANANAGEMENT IN WOMEN OF LAHORE
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ABSTRACT
Age of mother at the time of conception has been established to encompass a considerable association in the midst of pregnancy related effect and health of mother. Typically, extremely young (less than and equal to 20 years) as well as aged (equals to and greater than 35 years) women have been categorized as elevated menace for baby bearing. In recent times education, financial, career and further goals encompass women to holdup childbearing all over the globe. This type of tendency is moreover becoming noticeable in Pakistan, mainly in the higher middle class, educated and wealthy women, as they turn into gradually more empowered. This review demonstrate the relationship between age of mother, age related complication in pregnancy and management. Physicians must be build up the efficient counseling approach in view of these complications for their patients, further more studies are compulsory to determine the thoughts of women, chiefly those women who are belonging to the upper as well as middle classes, as regards late childbearing, so as to help physicians in create efficient counseling strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
In the USA, amid 1980 to 2004, the ratio of the entire birth augmented two fold up in women having age of thirty, three fold in women having age of 35 also almost four fold in the women having age of 40 years. The purpose of this review be to assess the menace of pregnancy related complication as well as the undesirable result amid rising motherly age.¹ Teen pregnancy is the universal dilemma bearing severe societal moreover medical implication linking to the motherly and teenager health.² Motherly obesity bring important menace for the foetus and mother. The menace amplified by the extent of obesity as well as keep on later than accounting for further mystifying demographic feature.³ Various possible clarification for the connection amid low motherly age as well as undesirable pregnancy effect have been recommended. In comparison with elder mothers, teenage mothers be further expected to come chiefly from a not as good as social environment, include insufficient prenatal concern, as well as contain deprived healthy lifestyle. Teenage mothers might further more be different from elder mothers in expressions of physique, heaviness, and weight gain throughout pregnancy. Contrast with women aged 20 to 24 years, girls having the age of 17 years or fewer were at elevated possibility for preterm birth.⁴ In general, women who belongs from the developing countries, they give delivery prior to the age of twenty ranging from eight percent in the east Asia to fifty five percent in the west Africa. investigation of the nearly all current as well as finest value data from the statistics of government for dissimilar countries or else from worldwide analysis demonstrate that problem from pregnancy were the chief reason of decease for girls having age from 15 years -19 years of poorer quality countries.⁵

LITERATURE REVIEW
Women having age greater than forty years has elevated or for the similar menace. expecting women who have age greater than equal to 35 years be at amplified menace of dilemma in pregnancy contrast amid younger women. The quantity of offspring born to women who have the age of greater than 30s have gradually more amplified above the long ago decade. The published data on the risks associated with childbirth at >35 years are inconsistent. It is known that elder women be more prone to encompass pre existing medicinal disarray for example hypertension or diabetes mellitus.⁶ Several reading encompass established an augmented frequency of the malpresentation, antepartum haemorrhage. Highly developed maternal age is moreover hypothesize as an self governing menace aspect for squat birth weight and preterm delivery.⁷ Insufficient communal support is associated to depression in women throughout the pregnancy as well as in post partum phase.⁸ Women at the extreme of motherly age encompass the maximum menace of the pre-eclampsia.⁹ Full-grown gravida are at an amplified menace for spontaneous abortion, hypertension during pregnancy, gestational diabetes, and
abdominal delivery and macrosomia.\(^{10}\) Pregnant women fewer than eighteen years old were additionally liable to deliver preterm than elder women. In nearly all other respect they have fewer motherly as well as perinatal morbidity moreover they were mostly have regular vaginal delivery. Anemia was most frequent in younger women and may have been source by of poorer quality nutrition. Small income teenaged women are further liable to be in poorer nutritional state prior to conception than elder women, and the effects of deprived diet are worsen by augmented use of vital substrates in teenagers.\(^{11}\) Prophylactically used of antibiotic can reduce the incidence of infection in c-section significantly.\(^{12}\)

Women amid GDM treated by metformin along with alike baseline menace factors for undesirable pregnancy result had fewer weight increase along with enhanced neonatal result contrast amid those treated through insulin.\(^{13}\) In gestational hypertension methyldopa was related with considerably better fetal survival. With methyldopa increase maternal benefit, a decrease in the amount of episodes of unsafe hypertension equally prior to as well as during labour. By using methyldopa as the management of choice, side-effects were lesser. The use of methyldopa during pregnancy be restrained to situations wherever the hypertension is unsafe to the mother.\(^{14}\) Nalbuphine was superior to propofol in the treatment of intrathecal morphine induced pruritus after cesarean delivery.\(^{15}\) Jointly dissimilar analgesic system can decrease postoperative pain. The combination of tramadol and diclofenac is more useful for postoperative analgesia as well as prevention of sensitization in comparision that the two drugs given separately.\(^{16}\)

CONCLUSION
Age definitely effect on pregnancy related complications. Adolescent ≤ 20 years and older pregnant women having age ≥ 35 years are at risk of developing the complications. Adolescent pregnant women's had not knowledge and awareness about the pregnancy related complications.

For hypertension methyldopa is useful. For the GDM treatment metformin is drug of choice. Diclofenac is more useful for post operative analgesia. Its analgesic effect is good. Use of antibiotic prophylactically reduced the incidence of infection in c section.
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